
Introduction  
to  

Guitar 



About the Guitar 
The first guitar-like  
instruments were made  
and played in Europe  
in the 1100’s. 
 
 
 
                                     The 6-stringed, curved  
                                         bodied guitar as we  
                                      know  it today was                   
                                      developed in the 1400s 
                                                in spain! 
 
The guitar comes in many types, shapes and sizes.  
The most popular types of guitar used today are 
steel string acoustic guitars and electric guitars 

although beginners often begin by playing a 
nylon string (of Classical) guitar. 

 



Guitar Parts 
Headstock 

Nut 

Neck 

Body 

Bridge 

tuning 
pegs 

Frets 

Fretboard 

soundhole 

strings 



How to hold the guitar 
You can play the guitar while 
standing up (using a strap) or 

sitting down. 
 

Your right arm should hang 
down and over the guitar as 

shown. 



What to do with your hands 
LEFT HAND 

Your left hand position is really 

important. Make sure your thumb is 

around the back of  

the neck.  When you  

fret a note it should  

be like ‘pinching’ the 

neck between your  

thumb and forefinger.   

Fretting will be  

explained in more detail later.  

RIGHT HAND 

When seated, let the curve of the guitar’s 

body sit on your right 

leg.  Try to keep this  

leg upright to stop 

your guitar slipping 

downwards.  When  

using a strap in  

standing position, let  

the guitar hang off your shoulder.  It 

should sit snuggly between your right 

forearm and your body. 



Left handed players 
Some left handed players play the 

guitar right-handed (with  

the headstock pointing to  

the left). If you are left-handed  

try playing in the  

right hand position shown  

and see how it feels.  If it  

feels strange, try playing it the other 

way (with the guitar headstock pointing 

to your right).  If this feels more 

comfortable then you’ll need to have 

the guitar re-strung upside down.  Ask 

your local music store- they should be 

able to do this for you.  

Using a Pick 
You can use your right hand fingers to play 

the guitar but many players use a pick to 

strum chords and pick single notes.  It’s 

best to strum across the soundhole of the 

guitar. If strumming with your fingers, use 

your thumb going down and fingers  

coming back up. 



Tuning My Guitar 
The strings of the guitar are tuned to the notes  

E, A, D, G, B, and E.  
These strings are known as the ‘open’ strings.   

Pressing down on a string with a left hand finger to change 
the  pitch of the note is called fretting.  

 
To keep your guitar in tune 
you can use a piano to help 

you find the notes or you  
can use one of the many  
digital tuning apps now  

available for smartphones 
and laptops.  There are also 

certain websites which give you a ‘player’ which allows you 
to play recorded guitar notes as a reference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chords and strumming 
Chords are made up of 2 or more notes played together at the 

same time.  Earlier we told you about your right hand and 
holding a pick and now we’ll show you how strumming works. 

 
To start with we’ll just use the open strings to practice this.  

This means you don’t have to push any strings down with your 
left hand fingers.  You may  need to hold the neck of your 

guitar, without touching any strings, to keep it steady while 
you do this.  



How to Read Chord Diagrams 
Now we’ll try playing chords, which means using our left hand 
as well as our right.  To do this you will need to fret the notes 

of the chord.  This means you’ll use the fingers of your left 
hand to push  down on one or more string. 

Chords are played using ‘shapes’ which 
are written using chord diagrams.  

Chord diagrams are simple box 
diagrams for each chord, showing you 
where to put your left hand fingers on 

the frets. 

The numbers above the box diagram 
show you what left hand finger to use 

to press down/fret with.  These are 
called fingerings. 

If the fingering reads 0 it means you let the 
string ring OPEN (don’t fret this string). 

So, for the G chord we need to use our 3rd finger on our left hand, 
to push down on the 3rd fret on the top (E) string.  Where you see 

an X symbol, this means don’t play that string. 

The floor Your head 



The chord of G 
This is nice and easy because you only need to push down 

with 1 left hand finger.  Position your left hand thumb behind 
the neck and push down on your (top) E string with your 3rd 

finger on the 3rd fret. 
 

Limericks and rhymes are always a fun way to practice your 
chords and make people laugh at the same time! 

 
Strum a downstroke on your G chord whenever you see a 

word in BOLD.  The chord name will be written above too to 
remind you  Make sure you only strum the TOP FOUR STRINGS 

(D,G,B, and E)- the X symbol means don’t play that string.  

G G 

G G 

G 

G 

G G 



The 3-string G Chord 
When reading a chord diagram, you will see exactly where to 
put your fingers.  Each vertical line represents one of the six 

strings of the guitar:  
from left to right, 6  5  4  3  2  1. 

 
An X above a string means do not play  
it, and sometimes that string will also 
be shown as a dashed line.  
 
An o above a string means it is played  
open (not fingered).  A circled number 
on a string shows you which finger to 
use and where to place it on that string. 

 
Let’s practice drawing the G chord diagram! 

Draw the X’s, o’s, and fingering for this chord. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The chord of C 
Time to learn a new chord! 
         Let’s do C next. 
You’ll need two fingers to  
   push down for this one. 
   BUT….don’t forget your  
fingering for the G chord too!  

G G 

G 

G 

G 

C 

C 

C 



The 3-string C Chord 
When reading a chord diagram, you will see exactly where to 
put your fingers.  Each vertical line represents one of the six 

strings of the guitar:  
from left to right, 6  5  4  3  2  1. 

 
An X above a string means do not play  
it, and sometimes that string will also 
be shown as a dashed line.  
 
An o above a string means it is played  
open (not fingered).  A circled number 
on a string shows you which finger to 
use and where to place it on that string. 

 
Let’s practice drawing the C chord diagram! 

Draw the X’s, o’s, and fingering for this chord. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rock-A-My soul 
Let’s play a song with the chords C and G. 

You will strum down on the slashes (/) 
which are on the beat.  

G 

G 

C 

C 

C 



He’s Got the Whole World 
Let’s play a song with the chords C and G. 

You will strum down on the slashes (/) 
which are on the beat.  

G 

G 

C 

C 

C 



The chord of D7 
Now let’s learn our third chord- D7 

This last limerick has all 3 chords in it.  Take it slowly at first until 
you get used to the changes between chords.  

G G 

G 

G 

G 

C 

C 

D7 



The 3-string D7 Chord 
When reading a chord diagram, you will see exactly where to 
put your fingers.  Each vertical line represents one of the six 

strings of the guitar:  
from left to right, 6  5  4  3  2  1. 

 
An X above a string means do not play  
it, and sometimes that string will also 
be shown as a dashed line.  
 
A circled number on a string shows you  
which finger to use and where to place  
it on that string. 

 
 

Let’s review. What is missing in these chord diagrams? 
Draw in the X’s and o’s that are missing to complete the 

diagram.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Lets practice writing music 
Finish creating 4 measures of music by tracing the… 

treble clefs 
time signature 

bar lines 
quarter note slashes 

repeat sign 
chord frames 



Down in the valley 
Let’s play a song with the chords G and D7. 

You will strum down on the slashes (/) 
which are on the beat. Notice there are 3  

beats in each measure.  

G 

G 

D7 



This Little Light of Mine 
Let’s play a song with the chords G, C  and D7. On your first 

songs, strum marks were given above the music to guide you.  
Once you understand that you should strum with a steady  
stroke on every beat of the measure, these marks become 

unnecessary. On this song, strum on each beat of the measure. 

G 

G 

G 

C 

D7 



This Little Light of Mine 

G 

G 

G 

C 

D7 

G 

G 

G 

C 

D7 



The chord of E minor 
Try playing your new E minor chord below– it’s written down as 

Em—the little m stands for minor! Have a listen to the chord.  
Some people think Minor chords sound sad…what do you 

think? 

G 

G 

G 

G D7 

D7 

D7 

C 

Em 

Em 

Em 


